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Abstract
In magnetic particle imaging (MPI), spatial mapping of the magnetic nanoparticles is achieved by scanning the
field-free region (FFR) throughout the field of view (FOV). The scanning trajectory of the FFR has an impact on
image quality and scan time, and also is subject to limitations such as hardware requirements and patient safety.
Here, we analyzed 3D imaging performance of an open-sided MPI system using simulations for various trajectories
and SNR values. A selection field of 0.35 T m−1 gradient with an FFL was created and scanned tomographically. For
low SNR scenarios, the best imaging results were achieved at the expense of a longer scan time when 3D FOV was
densely scanned layer by layer. For more sparse trajectories, the effect of the coherence between the scan angles
became prominent with the increasing noise level. Image quality can be improved by assigning non-coherent FFL
angles to the consequent layers while taking hardware limitations into account.

I. Introduction

In Magnetic particle imaging (MPI), the coils (or mag-
nets) are configured to generate an inhomogeneous mag-
netic field with a field-free region (FFR), where the mag-
netic field strength is weak. By scanning the FFR inside
the imaging volume, spatial mapping of the magnetic
nanoparticles (MNP) is achieved. In cases where FFR is
in the form of a line (field-free-line, FFL) larger regions
are scanned faster with higher sensitivity [1]. Scanning
of FFL through the field of view (FOV) can be performed
by mechanical movements of the scanner or imaging
specimen [2], or by the electronic movement of the FFL
[3, 4], or a combination of both [5, 6]. Depending on the
scanner design and the size of the imaging volume, FFL
scan trajectories may differ from each other. Since the
trajectory traversed by FFL has a significant impact on
image quality and measurement duration, as well as pa-
tient safety and hardware requirements, the selection of
an optimal trajectory is crucial.

In this study, we analyzed the 3D imaging results for

different types of trajectories using a simulation model
based on our in-house MPI system [7]. In previous stud-
ies, the imaging performance of the different types of
trajectories were analyzed in a 2D scheme [8], and 3D
simulations were conducted for slice-by-slice FFL scan-
ning [9]. Here, the effect of different 3D trajectories on
the imaging performance was analyzed at different SNR
levels using system-matrix-based approach. In these
analyses, the trajectories were investigated to achieve
minimum scan time without averaging, rather than sep-
arating the effect of SNR and density for each trajectory.

II. Methods and Material

A selection field with an FFL was created using a bi-planar
coil configuration in [7] (see Figure 1). The electronic ro-
tation and translation of FFL were achieved by applying
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Figure 1: Open-sided MPI configuration. FFL can be generated
at any arbitrary direction and scanned tomographically using
Cx and Cy coils.

Figure 2: Designed 3D Phantom. The second and fourth layer
were left empty. The highlighted parts of the phantoms at the
bottom figure show the intersection of the nearest layer.

the following currents to the upper and lower coils:

Ix ,up p e r = cx (z ) Ix0
cos(θ ) (1+αx (z ))

Ix ,l o w e r = cx (z ) Ix0
cos(θ ) (1−αx (z ))

Iy ,up p e r = cy (z ) Iy0
sin(θ ) (1+αy (z ))

Iy ,l o w e r = cy (z ) Iy0
sin(θ ) (1−αy (z )).

(1)

In (1), Ix0
and Iy0

are the current values that form FFL with
desired gradients in x - and y - directions, respectively.
θ is the rotation angle of the FFL, αi (z ) is a coefficient
to translate FFL in z -direction, ci (z ) is a compensation
factor to maintain the same gradient for any z - position
in the imaging plane, and i indicates the coil type (x or
y ). Note that Cx and Cy coils (see Figure 1) generate a
magnetic field in the z - direction, and FFL in x - and y -
directions, respectively. After the translation of FFL to
the corresponding layer, FFL was shifted in the x y -plane
applying a drive field in z - direction.

For the numerical simulations, in-house MPI system
[7]was modeled in Matlab. The gradient field efficiencies
for Cx and Cy coils at the first and fifth layers were taken
as 3.5 mT/m/A and 1.75 mT/m/A, respectively. An FFL
with 0.35 T m−1 gradient was generated inside an imag-
ing FOV of 52×52×20 mm3, and discretized with 4×4×4
mm3 cells. For each FFL angle, 25 cycles of drive field
(9 mTpeak, 25 kHz) was applied, and the received signal
was sampled at 5 MS/s.

For image reconstruction, the frequency domain sys-
tem matrix was filtered between 2-20 harmonics. The
phantom in Figure 2 was reconstructed using the Alter-
nating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) method
[7, 10].

Figure 3: Analyzed trajectories and applied currents. In current
diagrams, ICx and ICy correspond to applied currents to the
Cx and Cy coils, respectively. Blue color represents the upper
coils, whereas red color represents the lower coils.

Four 3D trajectories were analyzed: each layer was
scanned with 1) 60 uniform FFL angles, 2) 12 golden-
angles, 3) 12 uniform FFL angles, and 4) a spiral-like tra-
jectory created using 12 consequent angles at each neigh-
boring layer. For the first trajectory, the total number of
angles was 300 (60 for each layer × 5), whereas for other
trajectories 60 (12 for each layer × 5). For the second tra-
jectory, golden-angles were rounded to the nearest angle
with 3° resolution. The trajectories and corresponding
applied currents are presented in Figure 3.

III. Results

Reconstructed images for different trajectories at various
SNR levels are shown in Figure 4. For the low SNR sce-
nario, the best imaging performance was achieved with
the first trajectory due to the higher trajectory density
(60 FFL angles at each layer) at the expense of a longer
imaging time. Other trajectories employed 12 FFL angles
at each layer, therefore scan duration corresponded to
nearly one-fifth of the first trajectory.

The second and third scenarios showed similar imag-
ing performance in terms of nRMSE, SSIM and visual in-
spection. The fourth trajectory, based on a slow variation
of coil currents, resulted in poor imaging performance
even for 30 dB SNR level because of the high coherence
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Figure 4: Reconstructed images. Trajectories: 1:Uniform - 60 angles, 2: Golden-angle, 3: Uniform - 12 angles, 4: Spiral
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Figure 5: Reconstructed images at 20 dB SNR for uniformly
distributed FFL angles at each layer.

between the scan angles and partial sampling of the vol-
ume at each individual slice. On the other hand, due
to the lower gradient strength, responsive MNPs from
neighboring layers where FFL resides may have provided
useful information for image reconstruction. Further-
more, this trajectory lightens the hardware requirements
on slew rate since other trajectories require a fast vari-
ation of the coil currents, e.g., for the second scenario,
the coil current change by 25 A to switch from one FFL
angle to the next. In addition to the analyzed trajectories,
the cases where scan angles are distributed uniformly
for each layer were examined to show the effect of the
number of FFL angles on the reconstructions (see Fig-
ure 5). Image quality deteriorated for a lower number of
FFL angles, as expected. Note that, for all imaging trajec-
tories, interlayer coupling artifacts were observed with
increasing noise levels, and a low number of FFL angles.
The highlighted parts of the phantom shown in Figure 2
caused artifacts to appear at the empty layers.

IV. Conclusion
Overall, the results showed that there is a trade-off be-
tween scan duration and, image quality and hardware
requirements. Decreasing the coherence between scan
angles improves image quality; however, requires a faster
transition from one FFL angle to the next, resulting in fast
switching of coil currents. This is limited by the hardware
specifications, i.e. requiring hardware with a high slew
rate. The optimal trajectory should scan each layer with
enough number angles for better reconstructions, and
concurrently comply with hardware requirements. Here,
a small FOV is analyzed using only selection and drive
currents, further studies which include a focus coil for
larger volume scanning should be studied further to op-
timize the imaging performance while taking the power
and safety limitations into account.
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